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Abstract: Query optimization in scattered databases plainly required in many aspects of
the optimization process, this is not only increases the cost of optimization, but also changes
the trade-offs involved in the optimization process radically. It describes the unnaturally
growth of query optimization methods from uniprocessor relational database systems to
analogous database systems. With the progression of Computer Networks and increase in size
of databases, the conveyance of databases has led to the maturity of Distributed Database
over multiple machines where distribution of the database is Transparent to the users.
However, when ACO is implement in Distributed Database queries, the Initial Information
required by ACO to produce an optimal result set is not systematic and organized which leads
to slower convergence speed in the beginning of the processing to generate an optimal
solution.
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Introduction:The role of distributed query processor is to map these Distributed
Transactions (set of queries) onto a relational algebra format, expressed on relational
calculus, into a sequence of relational algebra operators expressed on data fragments
(Bernstein, 1981). The implementation of the doubt in DDBMS is much more complex than
accomplish it in a centralized database as a huge number of processing phases and internal
procedures are involved in processing and carrying out of the query. When a query enters a
distributed environment, it is first parsed, checked on integrity constraints and validated
semantically and syntactically by Semantic Data Controller. The Query Decomposer then
decomposes the validated query into a sequence of relational operations expressed in
relational algebra form on the Global Conceptual Schema.
The Data Localization Phase uses the Materialization and Access Planning Program to map
the Global intangible Schema to the Fragmentation Schema and Allocation Schema of the
distributed data. Query Processing in DDBMS implements join query operation on multiple
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relations. A join query is defined on different Query Execution Plans that results in transfer of
data between sites via different paths or in different join orders. In the Global Query
Optimizer phase, various equivalent plans of the query are constructed in the search spaces
on the basis of permutations on the order of relational operators. These plans have different
transmission speed, and the execution order can affect the quantity of data transferred .The
distributed database query optimizer evaluates these plans according to the predefined cost
model that can be either based on the data statics or cost of transmission of intermediate
results or speed of communication network or time taken to accomplish the query or CPU
processing speed or a combination of any of these. The fundamental mission of the Global
Query Optimizer is to generate the Join Order that represents the “Best” Query Execution
Plan (QEP). The Global Execution Monitor ensures that the execution of the doubt at the
Local Query Optimization Phase takes place as per the best plan generated by the Global
Query Optimizer.
The Query Optimization at the Local Query Optimization Phase is supported by the Local
Conceptual Schema or Local Internal Schema. It works on the Access Path Selector and
selects the best path locally to access any data item. This is supported by Local Query RunTime Support Processor that acts as an edge between the Database Buffer and Operating
System so as to enhance the processing speed and helps the Local Query Executor to the
query from the underlying database. The performance of the query principally depends on the
competency of the Search Strategy implemented by the Distributed Database Management
Software and its ability to handle complex queries.

Figure 1.1: Ants walking around the graph
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Query Optimization In Distributed Database :
High presentation low-cost PC hardware and high speed LAN/WAN technologies make
distributed database systems an attractive research area where query optimization is an
important notion. Query Optimization in Distributed Database consists of four phases :
a) Query Decomposition
b) Data Localization
c) Global Optimization
d) Local Optimization

Fig No. 1.2 Scattered Query Optimization
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Data Localization refers to the availability of query data at the local site for processing. The
Global Optimization mainly consists of influential the best execution site for local sub query
and finding the best inter-site operator scheduling. The confined Optimization is mainly alert
on optimizing each local sub doubt on each site. A lot of research was also prepared on
various factors like optimization algorithms, search space, execution strategies and cost
model to optimize a query . Join procedure is the most important operation in Scattered
Database Environment so as to salvage data from multiple sites . With the enhance in the size
of the database and the number of joins, the complexity of the Query Execution Plan (QEP)
and Join Strategy also increases. The complexity of query optimization is determined by a
number of alternative QEPs which grows exponentially with the number of relations involved
in the query because a single query can be joined in several ways. Since all execution plans
are equivalent in terms of their final output with a difference in cost and amount of time that
they need to run, it is necessary to optimize these query plans, join orders and join methods in
modeling query processing. Enumerative optimization strategies are chiefly dealing with the
join query to settle on the best plan to execute the query. The task of Query Optimizer is to:
a) Find out the Order of the Execution of Relational Operators.
b) Find out the access methods for pertinent relations.

Ant Colony Algorithm: Ant colony algorithms are becoming popular approaches for
solving combinatorial optimization problems in the literature.As ants have weak global
insight of its environment, an ant moves at random when no pheromone is available. The ant
does not choose its direction based on the level of pheromone exclusively, but also considers
the neighborhood of the nest and of the food place, respectively, into account. This allows the
discovery of new and potentially shorter paths.

Fig 1.3: Ants Searching their paths
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Pseudo code for Ant Colony Algorithm:

Ant-Based Clustering In The Literature: Ant colonies provide a means to formulate
some powerful nature-inspired heuristics for solving the clustering problems. Several
clustering methods based on ant performance have been proposed in the literature. This
section provides a brief portrayal of these methods.
Ant-based clustering algorithms are based upon the offspring sorting behavior of ants. Larval
sorting and cadaver cleaning by ant was first modeled by Deneubourg et al. for
accomplishing certain tasks in robotics. Their work was actually focused on clustering
objects by using group of real world robots. Their model is known as basic model (BM). This
model can be described as follows: The data items are indiscriminately scattered into a twodimensional grid. The assessment to pick up or drop an item is random but is predisposed by
the data items in the ant’s immediate neighborhood. The possibility of dropping an item is
increased if ants are delimited with similar data in the neighborhood. In this way, clustering
of the elements on the 2D grid is obtained.

Literature Review: The Search Strategies implemented by the distributed database
optimizer to extract appropriate query data in minimum computational time from the
distributed database are of great concern. Also, the performance of the distributed database
optimizer gets largely affected by the factors defined for it. Some of these factors are
dependent on the architectural structure of DDBMS and some of them are dependent on the
procedural behavior of DDBMS. These factors include.
(i)

Allocation of data at multiple sites affecting the Data Transmission Cost.
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(ii)

Shape of Join Query Graph.

(iii)

Order of Join Operation.

(iv)

Order of Join Sites.

(v)

Arrangement of Query Operators.
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Among these factors, the most significant factor researched upon by implementing
appropriate search strategies is the Order of Join Operation of the relations involved in the
query. Large numbers of search strategies have been researched upon and the search is still in
progress for finding a suitable Search Strategy for effectively optimizing large join queries.
The review of literature covered in this chapter emphasizes on the Search Strategies
implemented till now as query optimizer in Distributed Database Management System. This
is done in an effort not only to show what has been done till present, but also to explain how
the work carried out in this thesis correlates with other research.
According to (Matthias, Joachim W. Schmidt, 1984) query processing is defined as “range of
activities involved in translating a high level language query into low-level language by a
series of operations like query parser and validation, adaptation into relational algebra &
relational calculus, creation of multiple query execution plans and processing the query by an
efficient query optimizer”. The distributed query optimizer first maps the distributed database
with the SQL query defined on the global relations and then converts them into a string of
relational operations that are defined on fragmented relations. Because the performance of the
query is an important criterion of measurement of data retrieved from the underlying
database, it has always received considerable attention in research. Query processing in
scattered database consists of four generic phases where the input is relational calculus of the
distributed query expressed on global conceptual schema, The query optimizer diverges in
various traits like type of enumeration algorithm, optimization granularity, time taken to
optimize queries, effect of representation of replicated fragments and implementation of
semi-joins (Ozsu, 2001; Aljanaby et al., 2005).

Search Strategy: It is the enumeration algorithm that explores large search space to
determine the optimal Query Execution Plan (QEP) for complex query based on information
available on Data Statistics, Order of Join Operator and Data Sites involved in query. The QO
problem has been addressed by various strategies like Deterministic Strategies, Randomized
Strategies and Evolutionary Strategies. Building of QEP begins from the base relations and
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proceeding by joining one or more relation at each step until a complete plan is obtained in
the technique adopted by Deterministic Strategies. Once all plans are created, the “best”
solution is searched. Randomized Strategies build QEP around a particular point at a time by
searching for optimal solutions around it. However, there is no guarantee of optimal solution
generated by it but it is capable of avoiding high cost of query optimization. Evolutionary
algorithms have global search capabilities and are best suitable to combinatorial optimization
problems.
In this era of digitization, where anytime and all time availability of information plays a vital
role, it is important to focus on the mechanisms that can retrieve information in a very short
span of time from large databases. The information provided should be accurate and reliable.
Powerful algorithms are being designed that can accomplish queries involving large quantity
of relatives and generate end result with minimum response time.
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